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We have taken the standard block and rail system and made it better. The Wellington Arena
features a set-in design that is user friendly for set up. The rails are pre-measured so you simply
place the rail into the supports which assures perfect measurements every time. The Wellington
supports are made with white UV stabilized polyethylene. The 100% UV treated material is
super tough and durable and will withstand abuse and all weather conditions. The Wellington
Arenas are highly stable in high wind areas. We use 1 1⁄2” x 5 1⁄2” ribbed rails (not hollow) that
are made of 100% UV resistant PVC. Ribbed rails add strength, durability and eliminates sagging.
The Wellington Arena sets the rail height at the 12” required height.
The supports (Cones) are also sold separately and designed to house round rails. If you choose
you can set up your arena using fence rails or jump rails you have on hand. This unique design
offers advantages not found with other arenas.
#924WA WELLINGTON ARENA - 20 X 40 METER
#926WA WELLINGTON ARENA - 20 X 60 METER
#920WC WELLINGTON ARENA CONES (EA)

ARENA FLOWER BOX
Burlingham Sports has designed a beautiful
Arena Flower Box that can be used along with
the Dressage Arena or just around the show
barn. This beautiful, traditional looking box
will hold up to a 5 gallon plant or multiple single
gallon pots. The Arena Flower Boxes can be
used with your Dressage Arena by hanging
Rail Letters over the top edge of the box.
#900FB 14 3/4” SQUARE X 22” HIGH

This Classic Arena offers a simple, classic design that is safe, lightweight and easy to install.
For permanent or temporary installations, the Classic Arena is available in either the post anchor
system or the base weight system. The posts are 5” x 5” x 16” and the rails measure 1 1⁄2”x 5 1/2”
and are set at a height of 14”. The Classic Arena includes two decorative round ball caps for
the gate area.
#932CA CLASSIC ARENA W/BASE WEIGHT SYSTEM - 20 X 40 METER
#930CA CLASSIC ARENA W/BASE WEIGHT SYSTEM - 20 X 60 METER
#942CA CLASSIC ARENA W/POST ANCHOR SYSTEM - 20 X 40 METER
#940CA CLASSIC ARENA W/POST ANCHOR SYSTEM - 20 X 60 METER
Available for the Classic Arena only are two styles of caps for the gate entrance area.
The Gothic Top and the Horse Top.
#930GT GOTHIC TOP (EACH)
#930HT HORSE TOP (EACH)

JUNIOR CLASSIC ARENA
This Junior Classic offers the same great design as the Classic but in a smaller version at a more
affordable price. The Junior Classic comes standard with the Post Anchor System for permanent
installation. The Post are 4” x 4” x 14” and the rails measure 1 3⁄4” x 3 1⁄2” and are set at a
height of 12”. The Junior Classic includes two decorative round ball caps for the gate area.
The Junior Classic is a great permanent arena for any training facility or stable.
#952JC JUNIOR CLASSIC ARENA - 20 X 40 METER
#950JC JUNIOR CLASSIC ARENA - 20 X 60 METER

A RENA LETTER MARKER S
Save the hassle, time and money with no more tape. Markers contain a red 2” x 5 1⁄2”
UV plaque and have a channel attached on the back, which simply snaps into place on any
1 1⁄2” dressage arena rail.
#930LM LETTER MARKERS SET OF 8
#932LM LETTER MARKERS SET OF 12

R AIL LETTERS & WALL L E T T E R S
These high quality Rail and Wall Letters are 8” x 12” and UV treated. Each plaque displays the
main letter and the centerline letter. Letters are silk screened onto the plaque eliminating the
chance of adhesives working loose. Each plaque is die cut with rounded corners and the Rail
Letters have 1 1/2” channels attached to the back of each plaque.
#901RL RAIL LETTERS SET OF 8
#902RL RAIL LETTERS SET OF 12
#903WL WALL LETTERS SET OF 8
#904WL WALL LETTERS SET OF 12

909-590-7774

FAX 909-590-9008

ELITE LETTERS & TOWER LETTERS
Burlingham Sports dressage letters are designed to withstand even the windiest conditions.
These exceptionally stable cones have the appropriate letters and centerline letters painted
on at a height that allows the letters to be seen from a distance over all types of dressage
arena rails. Our unique design prevents the cones from sticking together when stacked and
the recessed cup at the top of the Tower Letters allows you to decorate them with ﬂowers
or utilize a ﬂower pot for a touch of color.
#918EL - SET OF 8 ELITE LETTERS
18” TALL WITH 16” BASE
#922EL - SET OF 12 ELITE LETTERS
18” TALL WITH 16” BASE
#908TL - SET OF 8 TOWER LETTERS 30” TALL WITH 26” BASE
#912TL - SET OF 12 TOWER LETTERS 30” TALL WITH 26” BASE
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